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Goal of DEMETRA
Superconducting circuits  

emerging as one of the leading techniques for qubits  

(easy to design, fabricate, operate, and now also to scale)

DEMETRA 
[INFN starting grant 2017] 

 does radioactivity impact these devices?



Direct Interaction in Qubit

Interaction in the substrate

• Energy deposits in the substrate 

produce phonons 

• Phonons travel until they are 

absorbed by the active material  

• Observed in KIDs 

• Now (24/01) observed in qubits

Radioactivity in Qubits



Radioactivity in Qubits
Direct Interaction in Qubit

Interaction in the substrate

We hypothesised two effects

Energy dissipation in qubit causes 
decoherence 

Today hundreds of μs, should reach ms 
Is radioactivity a limit?

Quantum Error Correction 
arrays of qubits encoding a single 

logical qubit 
Must be un-correlated!

• Energy deposits in the substrate 

produce phonons 

• Phonons travel until they are 

absorbed by the active material  

• Observed in KIDs 

• Now (24/01) observed in qubits
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Measurements at MIT
Faced a rapidly decaying source to a qubit: 
proved that it impacts its coherence time 
[confirmed our results]

depends on Ptot, r is recombination rate, and s is quasiparticle
trapping rate. A steady state solution for the quasiparticle
density is given by xqp = (�s+

p
s2 +4rg)/2r, and if quasi-

particle trapping is neglected (s = 0) then xqp =
p

g/r. In a
separate quasiparticle injection experiment we verified that
this is a valid approximation in our devices, see Supplemen-
tary material for discussion. By substituting the model for xqp
into Eq. (3) and using Eq. (2), the qubit decay rate is given by

G1 = a
p

wqPtot +Gother, (5)

where a is an unknown coefficient accounting for conversion
from absorbed power to quasiparticle generation rate and all
the other constants. The value of a can be experimentally de-
termined by exposing the qubit to a known source of ionizing
radiation.

Results
Radiation exposure experiment
To quantify the effect of ionizing radiation on supercon-
ducting qubits and to measure the coefficient a in Eq. (5),
we inserted a 64Cu radiation source close to a sample con-
taining two transmon qubits, Q1 and Q2, with average
energy-relaxation rates of G(Q1)

1 = 1/40µs�1 and G(Q2)
1 =

1/32µs�1, and transition frequencies w(Q1)
q = 2p ⇥3.48GHz

and w(Q2)
q = 2p ⇥4.6GHz, see Figs. 1a and 1c. 64Cu has

a short half-life of 12.7 h, which permits an observation of
the transition from elevated ionizing radiation exposure to
normal operation conditions within a single cooldown of the
dilution refrigerator. 64Cu was produced by irradiating high-
purity copper foil in the MIT Nuclear Reactor Laboratory (see
Methods for details).

The energy relaxation rate G1 of both qubits was repeatedly
measured for over 400 hours during the radioactive decay of
the 64Cu source (see Fig. 2a and Supplementary materials).
During this interval of time, the energy relaxation rate G(Q1)

1 of
Q1 decreased from 1/5.7 µs�1 to 1/35 µs�1 due to the gradu-
ally decreasing radioactivity of the source, and similarly for
Q2. The half-life was long enough to measure individual G1
values at essentially constant levels of radioactivity, yet short
enough to sample G1 over a wide range of radiation powers,
down to almost the external background level. In addition
to affecting qubit coherence, the resonance frequencies wr of
the readout resonators shifted due to quasiparticle-induced
changes in their kinetic inductance, consistent with the quasi-
particle recombination model of Eq. (4) (see Supplementary
material).

The intensity of the radiation source used in the experiment
was calibrated as a function of time using the gamma-ray
spectroscopy of a reference copper foil that had been irradiated
concurrently. The foils included a small amount of longer-
lived radioactive impurities that began to noticeably alter the
radiated power density expected for 64Cu about 180 hours

Figure 2. 64
Cu radiation exposure experiment. a)

Measured energy relaxation rates G1 = 1/T1 of qubits Q1
(blue) and Q2 (orange) as a function of time when exposed to
the 64Cu source. The inset shows an example of the raw data
used for fitting the energy relaxation rates. Blue points are
the median of 20 measured qubit excited-state populations
p(t) at various times after the excitation pulse. Blue bars
indicate the 95% confidence interval for the median. The
orange line is the exponential fit to the data, given in Eq. (1).
b) Power density of the radiation during the experiment
derived from radiation transport simulations (see text). c)
Energy relaxation rates G1 as a function of radiation power
density. The solid lines show the fit to the model of Eq. (4).
The dashed lines show the fit to model of Eq. (4) with
Gother = 0 and Pint = 0. The vertical red line is the radiation
power density level due to the external radiation Pext.

into the measurements (see Fig. 2b). For both the 64Cu and
the long-lived impurities, the radiation intensities from the
different isotopes were converted to a single ionizing radiation
power density using the radiation transport simulation package
Geant423, 24 (see Methods for details). The contributions of the
different isotopes (dashed lines) and the resulting net power
density (solid line) of the radiation from the source, Psrc, are
shown in Fig. 2b over the measurement time window.

3/16

Without source: 
• Estimate 40% from cosmic rays, 60% from 

environmental radioactivity 
• Total contribution to decoherence of 

THEIR sample ~0.2%  
• Shielding the qubit resulted in a 

statistically significant improvement (but 
0.2%…)

Paper in Review 
[2001.09190v1]

Conclusion: 
“Albeit a small effect for today’s qubit, 
reducing the impact of ionising radiation will 
be critical for realising fault-tolerant 
superconducting quantum computers”



Our First Results
Resonators

• 3 GrAl stripline resonators  

• Sapphire substrate ~1cm2 x 300μm 

• Different refrigerators (including LNGS)

Paper in Review [confidential]
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FIG. 1. Quasiparticle bursts in grAl resonators. a, Photograph of the central part of the sapphire chip, supporting
three 20 nm thick grAl resonators, labeled A-C. b, Examplary time traces of the resonant frequency shift �f0 of resonator
A. Quasiparticle bursts appear as sudden drops, due to the sharp rise in kinetic inductance, followed by a relaxation tail. c,
Resonant resonant frequency shift of resonator A plotted against that of both resonators B and C. Points below two standard
deviations on either axis are considered noise, and grayed out. The majority of QP bursts appear to be correlated across
resonators. Notice the smaller scale of bursts compared to panel b: due to the crude scheme used to measure correlated
timetraces, the reported burst magnitude is a only a lower bound (cf. main text). d, Time traces of the fractional quasiparticle
density for resonator B, calculated with the formula �xQP = �4�f0/f0. Time traces (light gray) are shifted to minimize the
integral of their overlap, and their initial, non-exponential decay is truncated (a single, untruncated time trace is shown in dark
gray). The average of the aligned time traces (black line) is fitted over its exponential region with a decay having characteristic
time ⌧QP (magenta line, same method of Ref. [25]). e, Energy distribution of QP bursts. We calculate the energy absorbed by
the resonators from the distribution of fractional quasiparticle density shift (shown in the inset) as �E = �xQP�V nCP/⌘ (cf.
main text). The total burst rate for each resonator is calculated by integrating the quasiparticle shift distribution above the
common threshold �xQP = 5⇥10�5 (cf. main text).

principle is at the basis of many detectors for particle
physics and astrophysics: the interacting particle/photon
is absorbed in a superconducting film where they break
Cooper pairs into quasiparticles giving rise to a signal [8–
19]. For this reason, it is not surprising that quasipar-
ticles have often turned out to be the main contributor
to decoherence, especially in high-impedance quantum
bits and detectors [20–23] but also in certain transmon
qubits, which became the current industry standard for
superconducting qubits [24].

In this work we focus on a too-long neglected source
of quasiparticles, namely the natural radioactivity. We
prove that it plays a crucial role in superconducting
circuits, and we establish a path for its suppression.

Superconducting qubits can be sensitive to a large
variety of radioactive sources, which can be more or
less important depending on their distance from the de-

vice and on their penetration depth. Far sources com-
prise cosmic rays (mainly muons, which feature a rate
of ⇠1µ/cm2/min at sea level) and the decay products of
the radioactive contaminations in the laboratory environ-
ment. The typical infrared or thermal shields surround-
ing the detectors can protect the qubit also against the
less penetrating interactions, such as ↵ particles, X-rays
or electrons. In a common material for the sample holder
like copper, they would travel only for a few µm (↵ par-
ticles and X-rays), or mm (electrons). On the contrary,
muons, � rays and neutrons have a much longer pene-
tration depth and, in the absence of dedicated shields,
can easily reach the device. Even if all the previous “far”
sources of radioactivity were e↵ectively shielded, the ma-
terials constituting the device itself feature an intrinsic
level of contamination. In this case, also weakly pene-
trating particles, such as electrons, ↵ particles or X-rays,
could easily deposit their energy in the device. The en-

PRELIMINARY
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FIG. 3. E↵ect of radiation shielding on resonator
performance. Quasiparticle burst rate (�B , top) and inter-
nal quality factor at single photon drive (Qi, bottom) for all
resonators and setups. The progression of measurements is
shown by the dotted gray arrows. Measurements in the G
setup show a reduction in both burst rate (factor fifty) and
dissipation (up to a factor four). Removing the lead shielding
increases the burst rate by a factor two, and further adding
a ThO2 radioactive source increases it to more than twice
above ground values. When the sample is brought back above
ground and measured in the R setup, the reduction in burst
rate and dissipation is less marked.

4. we moved the clean set-up and all the read-out line
to cryostat located in the deep underground Labo-
ratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso (LNGS, Italy). The
3600 meter-water-equivalent of rock overburden of
LNGS allows to reduce by 6 orders of magnitude
the flux of cosmic rays;

5. we surrounded the LNGS cryostat with a ⇠10 cm
lead castle to shield it from the contaminations of
the laboratory environment;

6. we exposed the sample at LNGS to an intense ThO2

radioactive � source simulating a radioactivity level
higher than in above ground laboratories.

The rate of quasiparticles burst is reported in Figure 3.
I commented the table, which is redundant given the clear
plot.

First of all, we observe that exposing the sample to
a ThO2 � source resulted in a dramatic increase of the
quasiparticles bursts: resonators A, B and C were trig-
gering quasiparticles bursts with a rate of 160, 200 and
100mHz respectively (a typical time stamp is also re-
ported in Figure 2). The rate increase observed in this
measurement proves that the device is very sensitive to

radioactivity, also in the typical energy range of environ-
mental radioactivity (below 2.6MeV). We acquired hun-
dred of time-stamps and reported the amplitude of the
quasiparticles burst detected in one resonator as a func-
tion of the amplitude of the same quasiparticles burst
measured by another resonator (Figure 2)-bottom) fix
figure label. The correlation between these two quanti-
ties definitively proves the key role played by the sub-
strate: the larger the energy deposited in the substrate,
the larger the quasiparticles burst in all the resonators
placed on it. This sensitivity of the substrate to environ-
mental radioactivity could be detrimental for algorithms
relying on the hypothesis of uncorrelated errors among
the qubits, such as the promising Surface Codes devel-
oped in the framework of quantum error correction. In
this work we proved that the abatement of environmental
radioactivity could largely mitigate this potential issue
for quantum error correction.

The comparison of the rate of quasiparticles burst mea-
sured in KIT and in Rome shows that the cleaner set-up
operated in Rome features a lower the rate of events (Fig-
ure 3). The improvement is more evident in the mea-
surement in which we replaced silver paste with (more
radio-pure) vacuum grease. On the other hand, the vari-
ation of quasiparticles bursts is rather limited, proving
that “far” radioactive sources (cosmic rays and environ-
mental radioactivity) dominate the rate of bursts, while
the cleaning of the set-up had no major e↵ects at this
stage. On the contrary, moving the device from above
ground to the deep underground LNGS resulted in an
abatement of the rate of bursts from tens of mHz to few
mHz. Finally, adding the lead shield to protect the cryo-
stat from the environmental radioactivity resulted in a
further suppression to 2.5mHz, 2.6mHz and 1.2mHz for
resonators A, B and C respectively, proving a reduction
by one order of magnitude compared to measurements
above ground.

Furthermore, we investigated if the radioactivity
abatement impacts also the performance of the single res-
onators, in addition to the rate of quasiparticles bursts.
For this purpose, we focused on the internal quality factor
of the devices. The internal quality factor was extracted
from a fit to the complex resonant circle at di↵erent pow-
ers, following the procedure outlined in Ref ref to a paper
describing the method. For the sake of comparison, we
report in Figure 3-bottom only the results obtained with
a single photon read-out power (-140 dBm). Even if the
uncertainties on these numbers are rather large, it is clear
that the largest internal quality factor was obtained by
operating the device in the ultra-low radioactivity envi-
ronment o↵ered by LNGS. say that it’s even better than
phonon traps? maybe their combination even super bet-
ter?.

We are aware that other control experiments are
needed to state that such improvement could be entirely
ascribed to radioactivity mitigation. Nevertheless, we
excluded dominant contributions from the read-out line,
from vibration of the cryostat or temperature instabili-
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Radioactivity in Qubits
Quantum Error Correction 

arrays of qubits encoding a single 
logical qubit 

Must be un-correlated!

• MIT: qubits sensitive to radioactivity 
• DEMETRA: correlated interactions matter! 

• Future activities planned or being proposed - new field for everyone



Radioactivity in Qubits
Energy dissipation in qubit causes 

decoherence 
Today hundreds of μs, should reach ms 

Is radioactivity a limit?

• MIT: next-generation qubits will be limited by radioactivity 
• DEMETRA - 1: we can handle radioactivity :) 
• DEMETRA - 2: quality factors improve suppressing radioactivity 
• Final impact of (or interest in) this discovery to be fully understood



What Next (DEMETRA)
• MIT qubit was limited mainly by two level system defect. KIT qubit is limited mainly by QPs 

• Bringing KIT’s qubit underground should prove an improvement by ~2 (MIT: 0.2%) 

• We are upgrading the HallC-Ieti cryostat for the operation of this transom qubit 

• Measurements scheduled for June 2020 

• Quantum error correction: huge effort to establish the effects of radioactivity 

• We set up a simulation group in Roma (C. Tomei, F. Cappella, F. Collamati, G. 

D’Imperio) that will reconstruct energy deposits (GEANT package), and phonon 

transfer (GEANT package + tools to be validated). 

• G. Catelani (theorist from Jülich) will translate these results in decoherence 

• We are starting a collaboration with D. Bowring (Fermilab) to do the same things with their 

qubits for axion searches

depends on Ptot, r is recombination rate, and s is quasiparticle
trapping rate. A steady state solution for the quasiparticle
density is given by xqp = (�s+

p
s2 +4rg)/2r, and if quasi-

particle trapping is neglected (s = 0) then xqp =
p

g/r. In a
separate quasiparticle injection experiment we verified that
this is a valid approximation in our devices, see Supplemen-
tary material for discussion. By substituting the model for xqp
into Eq. (3) and using Eq. (2), the qubit decay rate is given by

G1 = a
p

wqPtot +Gother, (5)

where a is an unknown coefficient accounting for conversion
from absorbed power to quasiparticle generation rate and all
the other constants. The value of a can be experimentally de-
termined by exposing the qubit to a known source of ionizing
radiation.

Results
Radiation exposure experiment
To quantify the effect of ionizing radiation on supercon-
ducting qubits and to measure the coefficient a in Eq. (5),
we inserted a 64Cu radiation source close to a sample con-
taining two transmon qubits, Q1 and Q2, with average
energy-relaxation rates of G(Q1)

1 = 1/40µs�1 and G(Q2)
1 =

1/32µs�1, and transition frequencies w(Q1)
q = 2p ⇥3.48GHz

and w(Q2)
q = 2p ⇥4.6GHz, see Figs. 1a and 1c. 64Cu has

a short half-life of 12.7 h, which permits an observation of
the transition from elevated ionizing radiation exposure to
normal operation conditions within a single cooldown of the
dilution refrigerator. 64Cu was produced by irradiating high-
purity copper foil in the MIT Nuclear Reactor Laboratory (see
Methods for details).

The energy relaxation rate G1 of both qubits was repeatedly
measured for over 400 hours during the radioactive decay of
the 64Cu source (see Fig. 2a and Supplementary materials).
During this interval of time, the energy relaxation rate G(Q1)

1 of
Q1 decreased from 1/5.7 µs�1 to 1/35 µs�1 due to the gradu-
ally decreasing radioactivity of the source, and similarly for
Q2. The half-life was long enough to measure individual G1
values at essentially constant levels of radioactivity, yet short
enough to sample G1 over a wide range of radiation powers,
down to almost the external background level. In addition
to affecting qubit coherence, the resonance frequencies wr of
the readout resonators shifted due to quasiparticle-induced
changes in their kinetic inductance, consistent with the quasi-
particle recombination model of Eq. (4) (see Supplementary
material).

The intensity of the radiation source used in the experiment
was calibrated as a function of time using the gamma-ray
spectroscopy of a reference copper foil that had been irradiated
concurrently. The foils included a small amount of longer-
lived radioactive impurities that began to noticeably alter the
radiated power density expected for 64Cu about 180 hours

Figure 2. 64
Cu radiation exposure experiment. a)

Measured energy relaxation rates G1 = 1/T1 of qubits Q1
(blue) and Q2 (orange) as a function of time when exposed to
the 64Cu source. The inset shows an example of the raw data
used for fitting the energy relaxation rates. Blue points are
the median of 20 measured qubit excited-state populations
p(t) at various times after the excitation pulse. Blue bars
indicate the 95% confidence interval for the median. The
orange line is the exponential fit to the data, given in Eq. (1).
b) Power density of the radiation during the experiment
derived from radiation transport simulations (see text). c)
Energy relaxation rates G1 as a function of radiation power
density. The solid lines show the fit to the model of Eq. (4).
The dashed lines show the fit to model of Eq. (4) with
Gother = 0 and Pint = 0. The vertical red line is the radiation
power density level due to the external radiation Pext.

into the measurements (see Fig. 2b). For both the 64Cu and
the long-lived impurities, the radiation intensities from the
different isotopes were converted to a single ionizing radiation
power density using the radiation transport simulation package
Geant423, 24 (see Methods for details). The contributions of the
different isotopes (dashed lines) and the resulting net power
density (solid line) of the radiation from the source, Psrc, are
shown in Fig. 2b over the measurement time window.
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